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My husband’s mother, Mary
Fran, had many old fashioned
one that really resonated with me
was, “If you love the job you
have, then it’s like never working
a day in your life”. I can’t say
100% of every working day has
been lovely but the concept and
value of a Hospice program,
serving its community, providing
end of life choices, helping
families come together and
creating a legacy where families
and their loved ones can be
together, is such a powerful
rewarding experience it has become my passion.
Now my husband has a saying about me, “The ride will
about kill you, but the end results are great”. After 32
years as the Executive Director of South Coast Hospice I
have seen the faces of thousands of Hospice volunteers,
every one unique and every one who has helped us to get
where we are today.
South Coast Hospice volunteers come with so many
different faces and every one has made a difference. Some
have shared their time with us for a short time and some
have dedicated over three decades of time and service to
South Coast Hospice! The one constant theme within our
program, besides our philosophy to provide excellent
patient/family care, is the importance and value our
wonderful volunteers add to our program. Volunteers are
people from all walks of life within our community who
complete Hospice training and join our teams, coming
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alongside our patients and their families to offer kindness
and support by listening, reading and sometimes, just
being a quiet presence to demonstrate they/we care.
Our volunteers not only work beside and with our Care
Team staff but also use their skills in the office setting,
assisting with the exorbitant amount of compliance
paperwork and computer work mandated by the
government to satisfy all the conditions of participation.
Volunteers who don’t mind getting their hands a little
dirty help our Thrift Store and/or Processing Center staff
by forging through and helping sort the generous
donations we receive. Volunteers make our work so much
easier (another mother-in-law quote “many hands make for
light work”).
Truth be known, the assistance of an all-volunteer
Hospice core allowed SCH to grow from an annual garage
sale to our first thrift store in downtown Coos Bay. Today
our larger Thrift Store, on Virginia Street in North Bend,
operates with a mix of employees and volunteers,
providing additional dollars for the care of our patients/
families. Our community has continued to generously
support our thrift store and our program since it’s
inception.
Finally, we keep our program tight, providing
excellence for our community, by listening to and
receiving guidance from our Volunteer Board of Directors.
Board members guide and support the direction and health
of the overall SCH program. Several volunteer for SCH in
addition to their Board responsibilities, i.e. some have a
patient they spend time with, some volunteer at the Thrift
Store and others help with outreach fundraisers and other
SCH activities. Three, Bertha Sharpe, Jane Blake and
Karen Snyder, have been on-board with SCH since 1985!
continued on page 7
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We’d like to
welcome Toni
Lea Franseen,
Primary Care
RN, to our
Hospice Care
Team. Toni, along
with her
DachshundSherpes, Gusgus
and Honeygirl,
has re-located to
Oregon’s Bay
Area from North
Carolina. She

… and new Hospice Aide Melissa Dixon. Melissa
transplanted here from Sacred Heart in Eugene 2-1/2 years
ago. She earned her CNA and CNA2 certification in 2013
following a career in the customer service industry. The
switch to the medical field was a natural one for Melissa as
the medical profession is a family tradition. Future plans
include earning an RN in a couple years once her daughter
graduates and she has more time.
With children, two dogs, a cat and a bird at home
Melissa and her boyfriend keep very busy. Passionate
about family and community, she puts her energy and time
into family time, playing games, taking trips, etc. In her
personal time she squeezes in as much reading as possible.
Melissa’s interest in hospice care was piqued by
observing hospice in action. Hospice patients at the facility
were identified by the SCH handmade quilts on their beds.
The idea of providing comfort care at end-of-life, honoring
the person’s wishes about what personal care they
received, resonated with
Mike Coleman, RN is
another very welcome
addition to our team.
Mike says he was “born in
Carmel, California in1951, I
was the fifth child among a
family of ten kids. Dad
owned a music store, played
violin in the symphony and
was a stock broker. Mom
was, like many women in
those days, a mom.
In 1961 we moved to

brings a wealth of experience to SCH having been a nurse
for 30 years and a Hospice RN for 16.
Toni has two children, Ted in Alaska and Lina in Chapel
Hill, North Carolina as well as an identical twin who is a
strings teacher in Manassas, Virginia. She has a passion for
music, particularly folk and old mountain music. In her
spare time Toni is completing her Bachelors of Nursing,
planning to be done in 2018. She is a Reiki practitioner
and her aroma therapist certification is pending. She hopes
to be able to utilize these techniques as part of her practice
as a Hospice nurse.
Her niece, Kassandra Rippee, who has been here three
years as the Coquille tribe archeologist, served as the
catalyst for Toni’s move. She has “chosen this area as my
retirement destination. I’ve come looking for community
and connection.”
her.
When she decided to
make a change in her
working environment, a
friend who was a hospice
CNA encouraged her to
make one of her
applications to SCH and
she has been with SCH
since January. She states
“I appreciate being able to
help keep patients
comfortable in their own
homes, surrounded by the
people and things they
care about. I love that the work is anything but
monotonous - Hospice care continually presents me with
different situations and learning opportunities.”
Cupertino, CA where I attended elementary, middle, high
school and my first run at college. I was very involved in
sports, winning awards for wrestling and football.
From 1972 till the 80s I honed my skills as a carpet/
-80s I worked with a friend
who was building spec homes in Palm Springs.
In 1987 I came to Coos Bay / North Bend to help my
mother care for my declining father. He passed in early
1989 and I began to think about changing careers. I
identified two promising programs at SWOCC, nursing
bonding ritual I thought as a nurse I might find a better
side of me. This was the best decision of my life.
continued on page 3

LeeAnn Gibbs, caregiver
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Mike Coleman continued from page 2

I graduated in June 1995 as Outstanding Nursing
Student. I didn’t get the best grades but I did write PC
computer programs to create care and teaching plans. I
downloaded them for free to my classmates or anyone who
wanted it. 1995 was also the year I met and married
another nursing student who became the mother of my
three children Erik, Jennifer and Ryan. We’re good friends
and actively engaged parents.
I began working in the medical field as a nurse tech in
the early 1990's. Upon graduation, my wife and I were
pregnant so needed employment with healthcare benefits
so ended up in Florence at Peace Harbor Hospital until
#$$
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I took a job in the ICU at Bay Area Hospital, transferring
to the Emergency Department in 2005 where I worked

until November of 2016.
While there I received the Gold Star award, the
equivalent of Employee of the Year, because of my
!
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organizing 20 of my co-workers to volunteer one day a
month for a year to provide nursing coverage for the
schools until another school nurse was hired. I still
volunteer at the schools when there’s a project needing a
nurse.
I first met Linda Furman-Grile in 1994 when she came
to SWOCC to co-teach a death and dying class. I
remember thinking “I might like to try this kind of nursing
one day”. So this last December when I was making a
career change, I came in to SCH, offered my resume´ and
filled out an application. The ladies decided to give me a
chance. I hope I've passed the audition.”

New Thrift Store Truck Is Ready and Rolling!
/

0 to the generous support of

the community through both direct
donations and some grants we are
excited to announce that we have a
second truck on the road as of April
2017!!! We were having to schedule
pick ups as much as a month out.
Now, with the addition of another
vehicle, we are able to serve our
donors and purchasers in a much more timely fashion
with same week, and in some cases, same day pick up
and delivery.
South Coast Hospice would like to specifically
thank Bertha Sharpe, Bobbi & George Neason,
Charolotte Nichols, Diane Tracey, Dr. Gail McClave,

New Processing Center Being Organized

friendly work area for more volunteers! The work that our
volunteers do translates directly into more dollars
available for financial support for hospice patients and
families and we welcome anyone who has some time to
donate to the process, be it a few hours or a few days.
As part of the overall SCH team, the Thrift Store team
appreciates and values our new truck, our new processing
center, those who donate their “gently used items” and all
of our wonderful volunteers who contribute to our ability
to provide our hospice programs with financial support.

The continuing generosity and support from the
community has allowed our Thrift Store to keep growing
and improving every year since we opened our doors ten
years ago. As the donations we receive continue to
increase we’re setting up a “processing center” at
Southwest Regional Airport (APC) to expedite getting
those donations ready and onto the sales floor more
efficiently and quickly.
This new work space will also provide a more user
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J.O. Anderson, Philippa Benson, Rosalie & Larry
Lenihan and a very caring anonymous donor. Their
giving was crucial to making the dream of a new
truck a reality.
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We have improved our hospice use in this county.
A decade ago about 35% of those dying in our area of
)
figure has risen to better than 41%. Even though the
number of patients choosing hospice has risen we lag
behind the country and the rest of the southern Oregon
region which have about 51% hospice participation.
These statistics are from 2012 Dartmouth data from
Medicare claims. Statistics show that nationwide, and it is
our local experience, very few hospice patients die in the
hospital. The hospital death rate is much higher for those
who do not take the hospice option.
Bay Area Hospital was recently marked for it’s
high patient death rate, ranking almost 10% above the rest
of the state and a lesser percentage above the rest of the
country. Many of the deaths were patients that were
terminally ill at time of admission or soon after being
admitted to the hospital. This statistic and its effect on the
hospital’s rating has been the topic of high interest and
intense discussion at the hospital. Neither transferring
hospital patients to an inpatient hospice service nor
improving the speed of discharge to outpatient hospice will
help the rating. It is based on those patients admitted to
the hospital who die within 30 days, regardless of the
place they eventually die.
I believe that the hospital death rate and the
percentage of patients on hospice are inextricably linked.
It does not seem mere coincidence that the rate of hospice
deaths is 10% lower than the state’s average at the same

time the death rate in the
hospital is about 10%
higher.
This suggests not
only that the local
population is underserved
by hospices but also that
the hospital is overused as
a site of providing terminal
care. This is not the fault
of the hospital, which does
its best to care for those
patients with advanced
illness that show up in the emergency room.
Two things need to happen to turn this around.
First, we need to prepare our patients for the inevitable
time when they will need to face their own mortality. This
can be done by systematically promoting advance
directives and encouraging patients to take advanced
planning for their health care seriously. There is no reason
why anyone over 50 should be without an advance
directive in this area. Second, the idea of hospice needs to
be introduced before it is needed so that when it is needed
it is not a new or shocking idea. These actions buck the
current of our death denying culture but are essential. This
is not just a hospital or hospice problem but is a
community wide problem which will require a community
wide effort to change how we approach advanced and
terminal illness.

South Coast Hospice Current Board of Directors

Pictured (left to right): Jane Blake (Secretary), Linda Wilcox, Mary Jane Fearell, Sandy Denny (Co-President/Treasurer),
BlueRose StarrEagle, Sara Ferrell, Brandie Cooksie, Judy Wergeland, and Sue Nowlin (Co-President).
Absent: Rebecca Gray FNP, Walt Hogan, Lex Johnson, Jeanette Philips, Bertha Sharpe

Some of most our dedicated volunteers serve on our Board of Directors. The SCH Board is composed of members
from a cross section, including geographically, of our community and each brings his or her unique perspective to our
leadership as we strive to provide the best possible service to our patients and families.
We’re grateful to those who have hung in there since 1985 and we welcome newer members who join the leadership
of hospice bringing with them new ideas and fresh enthusiasm.
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On behalf of SCH, Tina Smith, SCH Operations Manager, accepts check from Patty
Scott, BAH Community Foundation Advisory Committee member.

The foundation supports local
organizations working in innovative
ways to promote better health and
quality of life for residents of our
area. These grant funds will help
SCH cover expenses for services
and help for patients and families
not covered, or not completely covered, by insurance. On behalf of our
patients and families - thank you!
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to the Spring 2017 Community Education and Volunteer Training class!

Front row: Carol Motts, Leigh Noyes, Loralee Henry,
Sam Ghattas, Doreen Kelly, Mike Coleman, RN
Back row: Krisha Rasmussen, Lori Shanks, Jackie Day,
Judy Moody, Robin O'Neill Not present for picture:
Sally Davis, Melissa Dixon, CNA/HA

It was a great group and we enjoyed watching the
friendships that were formed over the course of the
training.
We are also very grateful to the staff at Baycrest
Village for the incredible hospitality they extended
to us for this 11 week class.
The next classes will be starting in September and
will be held in Coos Bay and Coquille.
If interested, please contact Krisha at
k.rasmussen@schospice.org to sign up or get more
information.
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~ Elizabeth Andrews
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Before cancer I
was a six foot, 200
pound, bullet proof
Bering Sea
fisherman, merchant
seaman, carpenter,
contractor - as wild
as a bad day on the
Bering Sea … “There
is a mass in your
throat. I want you to
have a biopsy.”

Part II
Straight away I
call my fellow
waterman and
Bill Ainsworth - B.C.
family friend Dr.
Shimotakahara, an
ear, nose and throat specialist, to set up an appointment for
a biopsy of the sinister mass living happy as a clam at high
tide in my throat. In four days I got the call. “Bill, the
tumor in your throat is malignant. You have cancer.”
Welcome to the incredible, merciless, unrelenting world of
cancer.
Following the first surgery I thought, foolishly as it
turned out, “All right, it’s over. We’re done with this jive
cancer business. Time to get back to work and living life.”
While I was recovering from the first operation the
cancer team handling my case saw that a PET scan taken
days after the surgery had revealed that a residual cancer
had survived, growing down my esophagus. That’s when,
for the first time, I heard the next horrific words, chemo
and radiation therapy.
I had come to that place where it’s time to batten down
the hatches and prepare for the hurricane that was brewing
on the horizon. I steeled myself steadfast. I had no
intention letting cancer sink my boat.
I prepared as if I were heading out on a wicked Bering
Sea crab trip in the dead of winter, coupled with a tyrant
captain and a lazy good-for-nothing crew on a fishing boat
riddled with rust, and, worst of all, no crab. Mentally I
painted a picture of life after cancer, alive and well,
fishing, surfing, making surf boards and writing about the
sea. With malice I snuffed the insidious cancer in my
mind, not only dead but annihilated, shriveled up and gone
from existence, nada, no mas. I was a mercenary at war,
with cancer as my hit.
The first two weeks of therapy were a snap, nothing to
it. First thing in the morning a shot in the belly which was
not near as bad as it sounds, five days a week at the clinic.
Then over to the hospital for my daily dose of Hiroshima,
scorching flesh, head pinned down to a gurney by a
Bill Ainsworth
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custom, made-to-my-face fiberglass mask. I was the Man
in the Mask with steel bolts pinning my head dead tight to
the gurney.
I was unable to move a muscle while a twenty-first
century war-of-the-worlds, diabolical radiation, screeching
rapid fire shot gunned bolts of radioactivity at the
unprotected right side of my head for what seemed more
like hours than the actual twenty minutes the real therapy
took, a total of thirty-five times, five days a week for seven
weeks.
By the third week chemo and radiation became real. At
that point I understood I had never once in my life felt true
illness. Every day up and to the door, from the front porch
to the ride, one step at a time, that was all I was capable of.
I dragged my devastated body all the way to radiation for
another dose, head pinned, claustrophobia intense to the
point of hysteria. My throat had become a chunk of raw
meat inside and out. I could no longer swallow.
I fed myself through a tube installed in my stomach
with an attachment at the end where I could pour cans of
protein shake to get the nutrition I needed to keep kicking.
This was fine with me as food had lost all flavor by that
point and I was devoid of nearly any kind of appetite. My
mouth and throat inside and out were totally nuked as if an
atomic bomb had been set off inside the cavern of my
mouth.
(Part III of Bill’s story to be continued next newsletter)

We Appreciate … continued from page 1
This last year, SCH started a new Board Legacy program.
Legacy Board members are individuals whose parent or a
family member were part of the original all volunteer Hospice start"
Sarah Cunningham, daughter of Jim and Karen Cunningham
and Brandie Cooksey, daughter of Cliff and Elaine Plumber,
joined South Coast Hospice Board of Directors this 2017/18
fiscal year. SCH is still hoping to find more individuals
whose families helped lay the foundation for who we are
today.
Volunteers come with such an array of gifts, talent and
skills, but there is one ingredient the binds us all together:
the heart and passion to serve a most worthy cause. We
lighten the lives of the patients and loved ones we serve and
support. Hospice teaches us all, “how to Live”. Thank you
Volunteers, one and all.
With a Heartfelt Appreciation, thank you for selecting
South Coast Hospice to share yourself with our Team. We
are here to serve and meet the patient/family where they are,
offering to walk with them, listening without judgment, in a
kind and caring manner. There’s no greater gift than the ser!
*
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most, “Hospice Patients”.
~

Albert Einstein
7

1620 Thompson Road
Coos Bay, OR 97420

Return Service Requested
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Monday-Sunday 9am-5pm
Use Virginia Street entrance.
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Call to schedule a donation pick-up.
We welcome your working appliances
and furniture in good condition.
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